Abstract: It's intended to give an approximation to the Theory of Constraints (TOC), to achieve that goal we explain the conceptual bases, the thinking process, the flow management and later on we will focus on its application into production, also known as DBR (Drum-Buffer-Rope). A usual critic in the academic environment is that TOC techniques produce results that are feasible but not always optimal. Although defenders of TOC reply that optimal results are very elegant but need to reduce or eliminate variability of systems, while TOC is an appropriate method to work with variable worlds, such as the real one. Anyway, this creates a gap relative to production programming and sequencing, establishment of batch sizes, measures of initial buffer size and determination of the optimal product mix.
Introduction
TOC is a systemic methodology of company management and improvement. The concepts in which is based are compiled from most of the literature published over the topic, we will highlight the concepts goal and constraint. Contribution of TOC can be divided into 2 groups [1] :
Thinking Process: Set of tools that ease the analysis and search of systemic solutions for problematic situations. Robust applications based on Systemic thinking and Operations research methods: Production, Operations, Supply Chain, Project Management, Decisionmaking, etc…. There also exist some studies showing evidence that from the start of introducing TOC, companies achieve to increase its production quantity at the same time as they reduce both inventory and cycle time [2] ; [3] ; [4] ; [5] . Some academicals tests validate that using TOC techniques produce a better performance than using MRP, Lean Manufacturing and JIT [6] , [7] ; [8] ; [9] ; [10] ; [11] . The result of these studies show that TOC systems produce higher production levels as they reduce inventory, production time or "lead time", and the cycle time standard deviation. Fig. 1 . Eras of TOC evolution. Source: Own adaptation from [14] .
The application of TOC techniques has been discussed in literature in a variety of Management sub-disciplines:
In production: [15] ; [4] ; [16] ; [17] , [5] . Project management: [18] , [19] ; [20] ; [21] ; [22] ; [23] ; [24] . Distribution: [25] ; [26] . Supply Chain management: [27] ; [28] ; [29] . Improvement processes: [30] ; [31] ; [32] .
Reviews to TOC
Besides the reviews already mentioned in the introduction, it is usually reproached to TOC that most of the knowledge that is used is based on already existent theories: TOC is based on systemic thought [33] . The Solutions that propose TOC for operations and Project Management are based on the queues theory and the statistical theory of aggregation. [34] . The Concepts proposed by TOC for Decision making are the method "Direct Costing" that appears in management books from the fifties [1] . The solution that TOC proposes for Distribution is basically the application of the aggregation theory [34] . The thinking processes of TOC are simply the verbalization of common sense, and have also been extracted from Edward De Bono's books. [35] . The true achievement of Dr. Goldratt and his team (Donn Novotny, Dale Houle, Dee Jacobs, Oded Cohen, etc) has been to develop a method to be able to use these Tools together in the resolution of problems. The worth has been to find a way for these tools to be used in companies with a high chance of producing excellent results. 
Thinking Process
The reasoning processes are an analytical tool developed by the Abraham Y. Goldratt Institute (AGI) [1] , but based on the reasoning processes from the author Edward de Bono [35] .
The Tools used in the reasoning processes are based on the systemic use of the logical relationships of cause-effect, necessity and generalization, so once acquired they result easy to handle and to understand.
They are used for [36] : To achieve an exact understanding of any aspect of reality and to find way of improving it (understanding of reality).
To improve the communications capacity, because intuition is not enough to express common sense and to achieve understanding with the others. Tools uses are:
Current reality tree. Conflicts elimination. Future reality tree. Pre-requirements tree. Transition tree. These tools are used to answer the following questions.
What should be changed? What should we change to? How to produce the change? Not every tool has to be used at the same time, depending on the kind of problem are used some tools or others.
The cost/benefit balance results more favourable for the use of reasoning processes as they become more complex and therefore more difficult to maintain in a strictly intuitive level [37] .
TOC in the Commercial Area
It is a generic application of the reasoning processes used in TOC. The application of TOC in Marketing and sales has as goal the adequate orientation of the company in dynamic, uncertain, open and highly competitive today markets.
The high level of uncertainty in the markets demands to provide the company with flexibility of offer. TOC looks for increasing that flexibility both in the short and the long term to reduce the vulnerability of the company towards the uncertainties of the demand and the attacks of the competition [36] .
The keys of flexibility are the market dynamic segmentation starting from offers that include competitive differentials and in the long term, the concept of strategical limitations, and essential competences over which to spread the offers in function of the alternations in the markets. Segment the market, not the resources [38] .
We could talk widely about the differences that exist between the TOC commercial approach and the traditional offers, but this is not the goal of the present article. But it could also be resumed saying that we are looking for solutions "win to win" [39] (process in which both sides win equally).
Examples of this application can be found in various publications: [26] , [40] ; [38] ; [41] ; [42] .
Flow Management in TOC
The existence of flows is a common characteristic of the production environments (industrial or services), projects and distribution.
The TOC systemic management model is applied to the management of these flows in the environments defined in function of the following premises [36] :
The uncertainty existent in any environment and the dependence between the flows processes entail that its output is not determined by all the processes it goes through. The final output must be planned in function of the clients and the resource that is pretended to regulate the flow, in other words, the desirable tactical limitation (DTL). If the limitation is inside the system. Processes performed by DTL must be planned. This should always be done whenever it is not the demand what determines the volume of output for excess of system capacity. This happens if the limitation is located in the market. Buffers (pools of shared resources among non-planned resources), are the mechanism that make possible the subordination of the rest of the system to what was planned letting a higher flexibility. Buffers can be time-related (production and projects) and resource-related in ace of distribution. TOC Flow Management applications are known as: DBR (Drum-Buffer-Rope) in Production. Projects Critical Chain. Reposition in Distribution. In this section are going to be explained the areas previously mentioned except DBR, that will be explained in more retail in the next section.
Application to Project Management
Its goal is to conclude the projects within time, budget and scope. In Project Management 2 limitations interact: time and resources. TOC handles them subordinating project to the "critical chain" through a concentrated buffers in selective points strategy. [18] ; [24] .
According to Goldratt two problems can be found when working in projects, the student's syndrome and the Parkinson's Law (the work expands to fill all available time), therefore a Project has great chances of not being finished on time. [38] .
The buffer concept and its application on activities planning are considered an innovation respect the traditional schema of time Management and a big contribution to Project Management [43] .
To evaluate the state of a project it is used: [38] : 1. Critical chain accomplishment percentage. 2. Rate between product buffer consume and the already finished critical chain. 3. Penetration rate in the Project buffer. The difference in the TOC Project Management is based on one side by the treatment of resources for which different activities of the Project compete, and on the other hand TOC takes into account the almost general fact that the intensity of the effort dedicated to one activity is concentrated on the time immediately previous to the milestone of the ending of itself. Protect the critical chain and not each one of the activities [18] ; [24] .
Application to Distribution
The application of TOC to Distribution is known by the name of Reposition, it is a system for scheduling and control of the distribution system. The goal of a distribution system is to assure sells with the minimum amount of stocks in the system. The limitation is the investment in stocks.
The application of TOC to distribution is based on the reposition of used material in each point of distribution/sell from the previous distribution point. Each distribution/sell point must keep a dimensioned stock in function of the predictable consumption along the supply time from the previous distribution point [36] . Buffers management is adapted for stock control in the different distribution/sell points.
The difference in the application of TOC to Distribution is based on the containment strategy "upstream" of the materials demanded in various distribution/sell points against the "push" strategy to protect each consumption point with its own stocks in function of the local predictions, each TOC stock protects every consumption point "Downstream" in function of the global previsions, that use to be more reliable than local ones.
Inventories must not be kept as near as they can to the market. They must be located in function of their impact on the system on its global. Change from "push" to "pull" [38] .
TOC Applied to Production: DBR
Manufacturers have historically tried to balance capacity through a sequence of processes in a try to level capacity with market demand [44] . TOC instead of this, tries to balance the product flow through the system. When the flow is balanced, capacities are not. This is the reason why instead of balancing capacities it must be balanced the flow of product through the system. To change from a CONWIP system to a CONLOAD system. TOC solution begins from the premise that different resources have different capacities [1] .
TOC states that some variability cannot be eliminated and the process cannot be totally balanced, especially in JOB-SHOP environments [45] .
Appears DBR as a solution to the application of TOC to production. The problem is to supply an excellent accomplishment of delivery term as the same time as inventories are minimized.
TOC Control Measures in DBR
Two kinds of measures are proposed:
From a financial point of view (management) [46] : o Net benefit. o Profitability (ROI). o Liquidity. From an operative point of view (exploitation) [1] o Net income. o Inventory. o Operation expenses. The relationship between Management measures and the 2 main exploitation measures is:
BN = T-OE ROI = (T-OE)/I
(1) There are other secondary measures like the throughoutput-dollar-day that is a measure of delivery terms accomplishment and inventory-dollar-day that measures the excess of inventory.
Conclusions
One of the main benefits of introducing TOC uses to be the generation of clear and realistic productivity indicators, related with the goal of the company.
Many companies present great hidden production capacity, caused by the waste of their bottle necks that, in a majority of cases without investments and through the implantation of TOC can flourish.
Theory of constraints is a coherent and logical frame for complex process Management knowing that is not possible to eliminate all variability.
The difference between DBR and other planning and production control techniques is the concentration of planning and control in a very few points.
While JIT can be similar to a CONWIP system, TOC would be similar to a CONLOAD system. This is a new concept.
At last we should say that some problems are usually found when introducing TOC into production and not to the rest of the company, because generally production is able to improve its own processes to the point that the limitation jumps into the market.
